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Abstract 
The Analytic Network Process (ANP) is a general theory of relative measurement used to derive 
composite priority ratio scales from individual ratio scales that represent relative measurements 
of the influence of elements that interact with respect to control criteria. Through its superma-
trix whose elements are themselves matrices of column priorities, the ANP captures the out-
come of dependence and feedback within and between clusters of elements. The Analytic Hier-
archy Prottess (ARP) with its dependence assumptions on clusters and elements is a special case 
of the ANP. The ANP is a new and an essential phase in decision malcing, neglected so far be-
cause of the linear structures used in traditional approaches and theft inability to deal with feed-
back in order to choose alternatives not simply according to attributes and criteria, but also ac-
cording to their consequences both positive and negative — an essential and so far a missing con-
sideration in decision making. This paper gives a brief look at the foundation of the ANP to-
gether with a simple example. 

1. Introduction 

The seven pillars of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) serve as a starting point for the Analytic Network 
Process (ANP). The ANP provides a general framework to deal with decisions without making assumptions about 
the independence of higher level elements from lower level elements and about the independence of the elements 
within a level. In fact the ANP uses a network without the need to specify levels as in a hierarchy. Influence is a 
central concept in the ANP. The ANP is a usefill tool for prediction and for representing a variety of competitors 
with their surmised interactions and their relative strengths to wield influence in making a decision. 

The ANP is a coupling of two parts. The first consists of a control hierarchy or network of criteria and subcriteria 
that control the interactions. The second is a network of influences among the elements and clusters. The network 
varies from criterion to criterion and a different supermatrix of limiting influence is computed for each control 
criterion. Finally, each of these supermatrices is weighted by the priority of its control criterion and the result:s are 
synthesized through addition for all the control criteria. 

With the ANP a problem is often studied through a control hierarchy or control system of benefits, a second for 
costs, a third for opportunities, and a fourth for risks each represented in the controlling system. The synthesized 
results of the four control systems are combined by taking the quotient of the benefits times the opportunities to 
the costs times the risks for each alternative, then normalizing the results over all the alternatives to determine the 
best outcome. A rough outline of the steps of the ANP follows. 

Outline of the Steps of the ANP Useful for Understanding It by Users of the AHP 

I. Determine the control hierarchies including their criteria for comparing the components of the system and 
their subcriteria for comparing the elements of the system. One hierarchy for benefits, a second for costs, a 
third for opportunities, and a fourth for risks. If in some cases, a hierarchy does not apply because its criteria 
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are all unimportant, leave out that hierarchy. For benefits and opportunities, ask what gives the most benefits 
or presents the greatest opportunity to influence fulfillment of that control criterion. For costs and risks, ask 
what incurs the most cost or faces the greatest risk. Sometimes, the comparisons are made simply in terms 
of benefits, opportunities, costs, and risks in the aggregate without using criteria and subcriteria. 

2. For each control criterion or subcriterion, determine the clusters of the system with their elements. 
3. To better organize the development of the model, as well as you can and roughly, for each control criterion, 

number and arrange the clusters and their elements in a convenient way (perhaps in a column). Use the iden-
tical label to represent the same cluster and the same elements for all the control criteria. 

4. Determine the approach you want to follow in the analysis of each cluster or element, being influenced by 
other clusters and elements, or influencing other clusters and elements with respect to a criterion. The sense 
(being influenced or influencing) must apply to all the criteria for the four control hierarchies. 

5. For each control criterion, construct a three-column table placing each cluster label in the middle column. 
List in the left column on a line all the clusters that influence the cluster, and in the column on the right those 

clusters which it influences. 
6. Following each entry in the table above, perform paired comparisons on the clusters as they influence each 

cluster and on those that it influences, with respect to that criterion. The derived weights are used later to 
weight the elements of the corresponding column clusters of the supermatrix corresponding to the control 
criterion. Assign a zero when there is no influence. 

7. Perform paired comparisons on the elements within the clusters themselves according to their influence on 
each element in another cluster they are connected to (or elements in their own cluster). The comparisons 
are made with respect to a criterion or subcriterion of the control hierarchy. 

8. For each control criterion, construct the supermatrix by laying out the clusters in the order they are numbered 
and all the elements in each cluster both vertically on the left and horizontally at the top. Enter in the appro-
priate position the priorities derived from the paired comparisons as parts (subcolumns) of the corresponding 
column of the supermatrix. 

9. Compute the limiting priorities of each supermatrix according to whether it is irreducible (primitive or 
imprimitive [cyclic]) or it is reducible with one being a simple or a multiple root and whether the system is 
cyclic or not. 

10. Synthesize the limiting priorities by weighting each limiting supermatrix by the weight of its control criterion 
and adding the resulting supermatrices. 

11. Repeat the synthesis for each of the four control hierarchies: one for benefits, one for costs, a third for 
opportunities, and a fourth for risks. 

12. Synthesize the results from the four control hierarchies by multiplying the benefits by the opportunities and 
dividing by the costs multiplied by the risks. Then, read off the highest priority alternative or the desired mix 
of alternatives. 

Some fundamental ideas in support of the ANP are: 
1) The ANP is built on the AHP; 
2) By allowing for dependence, the ANP goes beyond the AFT by including independence and hence also the ADP 
as a special case; 
3) The ANP deals with dependence within a set of elements (inner dependence), and among different sets of 
elements (outer dependence); 
4) The looser network structure of the ANP makes possible the representation of any decision problem without 
concern for what comes first and what comes next as in a hierarchy; 
5) The ANP is a nonlinear structure that deals with sources, cycles, and sinks. A hierarchy is linear, with a goal 
in the top level, and the alternatives in the bottom level; 
6) The ANP prioritizes not just elements but also groups or clusters of elements as is often necessary in the real 
world; 
7) The AM' utilizes the idea of a control hierarchy or a control network to deal with different criteria, eventually 
leading to the analysis of benefits, opportunities, costs, and risks. By relying on control elements, the ANP parallels 
what the human brain does in combining different sense data as for example does the thalamus. 
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2. The Supermatrix of a Feedback System 

Assume that we have a system of Nclusters or components whereby the elements in each component interact or 
have an impact on or are influenced by some or all of the elements of that component or of another component with 
respect to a property governing the interactions of the entire system, such as energy or capital or political influence. 
Assume that component 11, denoted by Ch, h = 1, N, has /in elements, which we denote by ehi,eh2 • .•, ehnh • 
The impact of a given set of elements in a component on another element in the system is represented by a ratio 

scale priority vector derived from paired comparisons in the usual way. 

Figure 1. Connections in a Network 

In Figure I no arrow feeds into a source component, no arrow leaves a sink component, and arrows both leave and 
feed into a transient component. Loops as in C2 and C4 feedback into the component itself. Each priority vector 
is derived and introduced in the appropriate position as a column vector in a supermatrix of impacts (with respect 
to one control criterion) displayed as shown below. 

The Need for the Stochasticity of the Supermatrix 

The supermatrix must first be reduced to a matrix, each of whose columns sums to unity, resulting in a column 
stochastic or simply a stochastic matrix. If the matrix is stochastic, the limiting priorities depend on its reducibil-
ity, primitivioP, and cyclicity, in all leading to four cases to consider (see Table 1 below). Interaction in the 
supermatrix may be measured according to several different criteria. To display and relate the criteria, we need a 
separate control hierarchy that includes the criteria and priorities. For each criterion, a different supermatrix of 
impacts is developed, and in terms of that criterion the components are compared according to their relative impact 
(or absence of impact) on each other component at the top of the supermatrix, thus developing priorities to weight 
the block matrices of eigenvector columns under that component in the supermatrix. The resulting stochastic 
matrix is known as the weighted supermatrix. It needs to be stochastic to derive meaningful limiting priorities. 
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Table 1. Characterization of Was in Terms of Eigenvalue Multiplicity. 

Acyclic Cyclic 
Irreducible A.= 1 is a simple 

root 
C other eigenvalues with modulus -=
I (they occur in conjugate pairs) 

Reducible A.= I is a multi- 
pie root 

C other eigenvalues with modulus = 
I (they occur in conjugate pairs) 

In general the supermatrix is rarely stochastic because, in each column, it consists of several eigenvectors which 
each sums to one, and hence the entire column of the matrix may sum to an integer greater than one. The natural 
thing to do, which we all do in practice, is to determine the influence of the clusters on each cluster with respect 
to the control criterion. This yields an eigenvector of influence of all'ihe clusters on each cluster. The priority of 
a component of such an eigenvector is used to weight all the elements in the block of the supermatrix that corre-
sponds to the elements of both the influencing and the influenced cluster. The result is a stochastic supermatrix. 
This is not a forced way to make the matrix stochastic. It is natural. Why? Because the elements are compared 
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among themselves and one needs information about the importance of the clusters to which they belong, to 
determine their relative overall weight among all the elements in the other clusters. Normalization would be 
meaningless, and such weighting does not call for normalization. Here is an example of why it is necessary to 
weight the priorities of the elements by those of their clusters: If one shouts into a room, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
the president, everyone is alerted and somewhat awed to expect to see the president of the United States because 
he is in the news so ohm But if the announcement is then followed by, "of the garbage collection association," 
the priority immediately drops according to the importance of the group to which that president belongs. We 
cannot avoid such consideration. 

3. The Control Hierarchy 

Analysis of priorities in a system can be thought of in terms of a control hierarchy with dependence among its 
bottom-level subsystem arranged as a network (Figure 2). Dependence can occur within the clusters and between 
them. A control hierarchy at the top may be replaced by a control network with dependence among its clusters. 
More generally, one can have a cascading set of control networks, the outcome of one used to synthesize the 
outcomes of what it controls. For obvious reasons relating to the complexity of exposition, apart from a control 
hierarchy, we will not discuss such complex control structures here. A control hierarchy can also be involved in 
the network itself with feedback involved from the criteria to the elements of the network and back to the criteria 
to modify their influence. This kind of closed-circuit interaction between the operating parts and the criteria that 
drive the parts is likely to be prevalent in the brain. 

A component or cluster in the AMP is a collection of elements whose function derives from the synergy of their 
interaction and hence has a higher-order function not found in any single element. A component is like the audio 
or visual component of a television set or like an arm or a leg, consisting of muscle and bone, in the human body. 
A mechanical cluster has no synergy value but is simply an aggregate of elements and is not what we mean by a 
component or cluster. The clusters of the system should generally be synergistically different from the elements 
themselves. Otherwise they would be a mechanical collection with no intrinsic meaning. 

The criteria in the control hierarchy that are used for comparing the components are usually the major parent 
criteria whose subcriteria are used to compare the elements in the component. Thus the criteria for comparison 
of the components need to be more general than those of the elements because of the greater functional complexity 
of the components. Sometimes for convenience, interactions of both components and elements are examined in 
terms of the same criteria in the control hierarchy. Although one does that to economize on the effort spent, it is 
more meaningful to compare the clusters with respect to control criteria and to compare the elements with respect 
to subcriteria of the control criteria. Otherwise the process can lead to asking difficult questions in making the 
paired comparisons. 

The control hierarchy, critical for ANP analysis, provides overriding criteria for comparing each type of interaction 
that is intended by the network representation. There are two types of control criteria (subcriteria). A control 
criterion may be directly connected to the structure as the goal of a hierarchy if the structure is in fact a hierarchy. 
In this case the control criterion is called a comparison-"linkirig" criterion. Otherwise a control criterion does not 

connect directly to the structure but "induces" comparisons in a network. In that case the control criterion is called 
a comparison-"inducing" criterion. 

An example of dependence between the elements in a component which corresponds to a loop within the compo-
nent is the input-output of materials among industries. The electric industry supplies electricity to other industries 
including itself. But it depends more on the coal industry than on its own electricity for operation and also more 
on the steel industry for its turbines. 

To summarize, a control hierarchy is a hierarchy of criteria and subcriteria for which priorities are derived in the 
usual way with respect to the goal of the system being considered. The criteria are used to compare the components 
of a system, and the subcriteria are used to compare the elements. The generic question is; Given an element (in 
the same component or in another component) of the system or given a component of that system, how much more 
does a given element (component) of a pair influence that element (component) with respect to a control suberite-
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Hon (criterion)? The weights of the components are used to weight the blocks of the supermatrix corresponding 
to the component being influenced. The limiting priorities in each supermatrix are weighted by the priority of the 
corresponding subcriterion and the results are synthesized for all the subcriteria. If it should happen that an element 
or a component has no input, a zero is entered in the corresponding priority vector. 

In each block of the supermatrix, a column is either a normalized eigenvector with possibly some zero entries, or 
all of its elements are equal to zero. In either case it is weighted by the priority of the corresponding cluster on the 
left. If it is zero, that column of the supermatrix must be normalized after weighting by the cluster's weights. This 
operation is equivalent to assigning a zero value to the cluster on the left when weighting a column of a block with 
zero entries and then renormalizing the weights of the remaining clusters. 

Figures 2 and 3 and their accompanying supermatrices represent a hierarchy and a holarchy respectively whose 
bottom level is connected to its top level of criteria and has no single element goal as in a hierarchy. Note the 
difference between the two. 
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Figure 2. The Structure and Supermatrix of a Hierarchy. 

The entry in the last row and column of the supermatrix of a hierarchy is the identity matrix I. In this case the 
limiting supermatrix is obtained by raising W to powers. 
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Figure 3. The Structure and Supermatrix of a Holarchy. 

A system may be generated from a hierarchy by increasing its connections gradually so that pairs of components 
are connected as desired and some components have an inner dependence loop. 
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4. Example - Market Share in the Hamburger Industry 

This example applies ANP to the problem of predicting the market share for the big three companies. in the 
hamburger fast food industry: McDonald's, Burger King and WencWs. These three firms are very competitive and 
offer a similar menu of hamburgers and other food items. To attract new customers and to retain their own, they 
have to compete by setting reasonable prices, making quality hamburgers, and promoting support of the commu-
nity by sponsoring charity events and other public services. 

The ANP model consists of clusters of elements connected by their dependence to one another. A cluster therefore 
allows one to think about grouping elements that share a set of attributes. The marketing mix is an example of a 
cluster whose elements are: price, product, promotion and location. The basic requirement when identifying 
clusters and their elements is that the elements be similar. 

For this simple network model, we consider a single control criterion: economic influence. Figure 4 below shows 
the connections between clusters; a cluster is connected to another cluster when at least one element in it is 
connected to at least one element in another cluster. The elements themselves are not shown in this figure. Except 
for the customer group cluster, inner dependence exists for all other clusters. In that case, the connections between 
elements are in the same cluster. 

Structure 
The structure of the model is described by its clusters and elements, and by the connection between them. These 
connections indicate the flow of influence between the elements. For example, with respect to promotion, is 
nutrition more or less important than packaging; and if so, by how much. bother words, given a limited budget, 
the company has to prioritize spending on promoting one message over others. The importance of this comparison 
is the basis for connecting Promotion (in the Marketing Mix cluster) to elements in the Contemporary Issues 
cluster (packaging, nutrition, waste disposal and recycling). The reverse connection is also important because 
management is aware of themes in the contemporary cluster influence elements in the marketing mix differently. 
For example, using more costly materials that can be recycled, may raise prices more than the promotion of this 
fact to the public may bring in new business. Through this process of analyzing dependencies, the prevailing 
understanding of the marketplace is mapped out in the ANP model. 

Competitors 

CContemporary 
Issues 

Marketing Mix 

Customer Group 

Time 
Horizon 

Public Health 

Indirect 
Competitors 

Figure 4. Overall Goal: Market Share of Competitor Group 
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Direct Competitors Cluster 
The big three companies - McDonald's, Burger King and Wendy 's - are elements in the Competitors cluster. Each 
is a significant competitor with the other competitors warranting continuous monitoring and quick responses. 
Pairwise comparisons allow us to evaluate the importance of the two competitors with respect to their influence 
on each cluster's market share. 

Indirect Competitors Cluster 
These are companies offering alternatives to hamburgers but competing for the same overall customer base. They 
include: subs (Miami, Subway, corner sandwich), fried chicken (KFC, BC), Pizza (Pizza Hut), Mexican (Taco 
Bell), Chinese, Steak (Ponderosa), and Diners (Full service and formal). Companies in this cluster compete 
indirectly against the big three by offering customers alternate foods and tastes and like the direct competitors, also 
compete and influence one another for market share. 

Customer Cluster 
Four basic consumer groups considered include: the white collar professional, the blue collar laborer, the student 
and the family. These segments help us evaluate the influence other elements may have on each of them. For 
example, price may influence each segment differently. Students and families on a tight budget may be more 
concerned with price but the working individual may instead be more concerned with convenience. This is the only 
cluster without inner dependence as customer segments are perceived not to influence one another. 

Marketing Mix Cluster 
Price in this model refers to the average price of the typical product, for example, the price of a Big Mac. However, 
the model could be extended to include other products and their prices. The typical product is that which the 
company sells the most. For location, we consider the number of established outlets, and for promotion we consider 
specially packaged lunch deals that would usually be more expensive when bought separately. 

Contemporary Concerns Cluster 
This cluster includes issues the public is aware of about the fast food industry. For example, CNN raised questions 
about the nutritional value of fast foods in a news report. Also, environmental groups pressure companies into 
paying more attention to preserving Nature and the environment by practicing recycling, properly disposing of 
waste, and by not over-packaging their product. These factors help raise the cost and change the routine of doing 
business but may also attract more customers. 

Public Health Concerns Cluster 
Periodic outbreak of meat contamination always serves to create panic as to the safety of the meat supply channels 
and the adequacy of regulation and inspection. Consumers have also become highly sensitized to other evidence 
of hygiene related to for example, the site (clean tables, floors) and the personnel (uniforms, hats, gloves, and the 
handling of money together with food). 

Traits Cluster 
The elements of this cluster consist of attributes customers may use or recall when judging one eatery over another. 
They are 1) the speed of service, 2) available seating and parking, 3) whether there is a delivery service and 4) the 
presence or absence of a drive through facility. 

Time Horizon Cluster 
This cluster makes managers think about short and medium term measures to improve market share by connecting 
other elements to this cluster. 

Paired Comparisons 
In making paired comparisons of homogeneous elements, ratios are estimated by using a Ito 9 fundamental scale 
of absolute numbers to compare two alternatives with respect to an attribute, with the smaller or lesser alternative 
as the unit for that attribute. To estimate the larger one as a multiple of that unit, the assigns to it an absolute 
number from the fundamental scale. This process is done for every pair. Rather then assigning two numbers wj and 
wi and forming the ratio wi/wj. we assign a single number between 1 to'9 to represent the ratio (wit / 1. The 
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absolute number from the scale is an approximation to the ratio tvj / wj. The derived scale gives us 1;j and wj. This 
is the central point in the relative measurement approach of the AHP. 

Paired comparisons are needed for all the connections in the model. For example, Burger King is connected to 
elements in the Customer Group cluster. There would be a set of numerical judgments and the derived priority 
weights from these judgments, represented in the reciprocal matrix shown in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Pairwise judgments of the Customer Group for Burger Kin 

Burger King White Collar Blue Collar Student Family Priorities 
White collar 1 4 5 1 / 3 0.299 
Blue collar 114 1 4 1 / 3 0.138 
Student 1 / 5 1 / 4 1 1/7 0.051 
Family 3 3 7 1 0.512 

The judgments in the fir t row of this reciprocal matrix say that in considering the market share of Burger King, 
White Collar workers are four times more important than Blue Collar workers, White Collar workers are 5 times 
more important than Students but only a third as important as Family. The derived priorities in the last column are 
computed by raising the reciprocal matrix to arbitrarily large powers and then normalizing their row sums. Each 
priority vector entries sum to unity and are placed in their corresponding location ill the supermatrix before raising 
the supermatrix to powers. 

The Supermatrix 
A supermatrix is a two-dimensional matrix of elements by elements. The priority vectors from the paired compari-
sons appear in the appropriate column of the supermatrix. Tables 3, 5 and 6 are given in the appendix. In the 
supermatrix of Table 3, the sum of each column corresponds to the number of comparison sets. If Burger King only 
had two comparison sets, then the column would sum to 2 because each priority vector sums to 1. In Table 4 we 
establish priorities for the clusters as they impact each cluster according to market share. The weights in the column 
of Table 3 corresponding to the cluster are multiplied by the weight of the cluster. As a result each column of the 
supermatrix sums to one. The resulting weighted matrix is column stochastic (Table 5). We are concerned with 
the limiting priorities of the matrix as it represents all possible interactions in the system (Table 6). 

Table 4. Cluster Weights with Respect to Economic Impact Control Criterion of the Hamburger Model 

COMPETIT 
ORS 

CUSTO 
MER 

GROUPS 

MARKET 
ING MIX 

CONTEMPO 
RARY 

ISSUES 

PUBLI 
C 

HEAL 
TH 

TRAM 
TS 

INDIRECT 
COMPETIT 

ORS 

TIME 
HORIZ 

ON 

Competitors 0.169 0.200 0.151 0.222 0.249 0.252 0.193 
Customer 
Group 

0.186 0.180 0.222 0.175 0.252 0.178 0.391 

Marketing Mix 0.139 0.181 0.162 0.201 0.157 0.218 0.112 0.195 
Contemporary 0.103 0.113 0.097 0.127 0.092 
Public Health 0.167 0.163 0.170 0.220 0.218 
Traits 0.074 0.113 0.071 0.101 0.088 0.109 0.083 
Indirect Com- 
petitors 

0.162 0.229 0.106 0.127 0.112 0.169 0.125 0.276 

Time Horizon 0.064 0.138 

The predicted market share is obtained in the row for each firm in the limiting supermatrix. These predictions and 
the actual market shares as appeared in the Market Share Reporter (Damey and Reddy, 1992) are shown in Table 
8: 
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Table 8. Predicted and Actual Market Shares for Direct Competitors 

Market Share 
Company Predicted % Actual % 
McDonald's 62.9 58.2 
Burger King 23.9 28.6 
Wendy's 13.2 13.2 

We also found for the indirect competitor the following result in Table 9: 

Table 9. Predicted and Actual Market Shares for Indirect Competitors 

Market Share 
Company Predicted % Actual % 
PIZZA 33.7 37.0 
CHICKEN 26.0 28.4 
MEXICAN 15.2 22.8 
SUBS 25.0 11.7 

o 

5. On the Evaluation of Alternatives in Terms of Both Attributes and Consequences 

An indication of how the mind limits both our imagination and our ability to cope with complexity is that we are 
easily trapped by the tools we use. They can prevent us from even considering ideas for which they are not suitable. 
Our traditional linear structures of decision making derive priorities or utilities for alternatives in terms of attrib-

utes and criteria. If we were to consider consequences, whose importance derives from the priorities of the 
alternatives and also affects these priorities, then we would have to use devious ways to deal with them in our 
present linear structures. But it can be done easily and far more correctly in a network structure by simply includ-
ing a cluster of consequences. This cluster would enable one to create a feedback cycle with the alternatives that 
would modify their priorities as determined by the influence of other clusters in that network. 

Most decision making has been concerned with judging alternatives by what goes into them. But considering 
consequences may be more important than ensuring that every attribute has been included. Linear hierarchic 
methods of decision making can only project forward. That is not enough. We need to also look into what comes 
out of the alternatives as consequences or effects and choose the best alternative after such consideration. Willing-
ness to think about consequences means that we not only own the present and dictate our likes and dislikes, but also 
own and try to control the future by indicating what promising outcomes. The consequences must also need be 
considered in the frameworks of different benefits, costs, opportunities and risks. 

As an example of consequences, for people who seek immediate satisfaction from different foods should they not 
also consider the consequences that eating the food might have on their health? Should a couple have children if 
their ability to raise children properly is not taken into consideration? The question then is not what is the best way 
to have a child, but who should have a child and who should not? Should a nation be punished for the undesirable 
acts of its leaders to give satisfaction to those who can deal the punishment without consideration of who actually 
pays the penalty and what effect it has on their future? 
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